
Up-Down Expanding Panel with Center Expanding ScrollView




Single piece of content in 
ScrollView.  Parent panel at 
minimal size.

Additional content in ScrollView. 
Parent panel expanded 
vertically.

Lots of content in ScrollView. 
Parent panel at maximum size.  
ScrollView showing scrollbar.



Layout Overview 
This UI architecture features a central vertically expanding panel that has a text title, a middle scrollable section, and a 
bottom panel with a label and four buttons.  The parent panel shown in light blue is actually contained within an 
additional wrapper panel.  The hierarchy is shown below:




Layout Details 

1. Canvas 
The Unity scene must have a Canvas for any UI elements.  Set this canvas up as you normally would to Scale With 
Screen Size. 

2. Wrapper 
Create a Panel named Wrapper and set it to stretch on both the vertical and horizontal axis.  Add a Vertical Layout 
Group with Child Alignment set to Middle Center, and Control Child Size set for both Width and Height.  To preserve 
open areas when maximally expanded (to keep clear of the notch on the iPhone X, or leave room at the bottom for Ads, 
for instance), give the Vertical Layout Group appropriate padding.


3. ParentPanel 
Create a Panel named ParentPanel as a child of Wrapper.  Add an Image for any decorative effect you want, such as a 
border, or background.  Add a Vertical Layout Group with Child Alignment set to Upper Center, and Control Child 
Size set to Width and Height.  Add Padding as desired to keep separation between the Title, ScrollView, and 
BottomPanel.


4. Title 
Add a TestMeshPro - Text title as a child of the ParentPanel.  Add a Layout Element and set the Min Height to a value 
that gives adequate room for the size of your title.  Set the Flexible Height value to 0.




5. ScrollView 
Add a ScrollView as a child of the ParentPanel.  Add a Vertical Layout Group with Child Alignment set to Upper Left, 
all 0 for the Padding, Control Child Size set to Width and Height, and Child Force Expand set to Width.


6. Viewport 
Find the Viewport that was added as a child of the ScrollView.  Add a Vertical Layout Group with Child Alignment set 
to Upper Left, all 0 for the Padding, and Control Child Size set to Width and Height.


Next, add a Layout Element to the Viewport, and set Min Height to 0.


7. Content 
Find the Content that was added as a child of Viewport.  Add a Vertical Layout Group with Child Alignment set to 
Upper Center (or as desired), Padding between the elements that will appear here as desired, Control Child Size to 
Width only, and Child Force Expand set to Width.


8. Content Text 
For testing purposes, add a TextMeshPro - Text element as a child of Content.  This all be replaced by the actual 
content you want in the ScrollView section.


9. Scrollbars 
Find the scrollbars (in this example, only the Scrollbar Vertical is preserved as no horizontal scrolling was desired).  Add a 
Layout Element and set it to Ignore Layout.




10. BottomPanel 
Create a Panel named BottomPanel as a child of ParentPanel.  Add a Vertical Layout Group with Child Alignment set 
to Upper Center, Padding as desired, Control Child Size set to Width and Height, and Child Force Expand set to 
Width and Height.  This is assuming you want the buttons to full expand into the very bottom of the panel.


Add a Layout Element and set the Min Height to encapsulate the content of this panel and set Flexible Height to 0.


11. Button Panel Title 
Add a TextMeshPro - Text as a child of BottomPanel and configure it as desired.


12. Button Holder 
Add an empty GameObject named ButtonHolder as a child of BottomPanel.  Add a Horizontal Layout Group with 
Child Alignment and Padding as desired, Control Child Size set to Width and Height, and Child Force Expand set to 
Width and Height.


13. Button(s) 
Add Buttons as children of ButtonHolder as desired.  Add a Horizontal Layout Group with Child Alignment set to 
Middle Center, Padding as desired, Control Child Size set to Width only, and Child Force Expand set to Width and 
Height.


14. Button Label(s) 
To each Button, add a TextMeshPro - Text as a child.  Configured as desired.




Quick Test! 

Run the Scene and duplicate the Text (or whatever child you added) under the Content panel.


I hope this helps!  Thanks for Daerst (https://answers.unity.com/users/937346/daerst.html) who answered a similar 
question and gave me the insight I needed to build what I desired.

https://answers.unity.com/users/937346/daerst.html
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